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Abstract

For human and machine interface speech recognition system is very use-
ful. In today’s world, language is one of the few barrier that hinder the
human to human interaction. Event such as arm conflict or natural dis-
asters might create a situation to communicate with speaker of less preva-
lent languages. So it is very important and useful to develop speech recog-
nition system for low resource local language like Gujarati. Very limited
amount of work had been done for the Gujarati language. Various appli-
cation of local language speech recognition are agriculture, automatic tele-
phone system, voice operated services. The creation of language and acous-
tic resources, for any given spoken language, is typically a costly task. For
example, a large amount of time and money is required to properly cre-
ate annotated speech corpora for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR),
domain-specific text corpora for Language Modelling. Most important re-
quirement of any speech recognizer system is to have the noise free speech
database in real time environment. For the current work speech database
collected using in-ear microphone compare to conventional microphone sys-
tem to minimize the effects of background noises. It is required to identify
the spoken words from the given speech inputs, i.e. keyword spotting plays
crucial role. In current study first end-point detection algorithms are im-
plemented and tested to separate out keywords from the silences and other
unwanted noises. For feature extraction Real Cepstral coefficients (RC) and
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) are used. Different combina-
tions of two and three layers of neural networks are configured and tested
for Speech database generated by the speakers of various age and gender.
A vocabulary consisting of ten isolated Gujarati words recorded as follows:
ડાબી(Left),જમણી(Right),ઉપર(Up),નીચે(Down),આગળ(Forward),પાછળ(Back-
ward),આ�ુ�(This side),બા�ુ�(That side),આમ(Here),તેમ(There)
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List of Abbreviations

ANN Artificial Neural Network
ASR Automatic Speech Recognition
CG Conjugate Gradient
CI Confidence Interval
DTW Dynamic Time Warping
EEF Energy Entropy Feature
Esilence Energy of Silence period of speech
HMM Hidden Markov Model
IIR Infinite Impulse Response
ITU Upper Threshold Level
LM Levenberg-Marquardt
Logsig Log Sigmoid Function
LTU Lower Threshold Level
MFCC Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
MSE Mean Square Error
RC Real Cepstral coefficients
RMS Root Mean Square
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
STE Short Term Energy
Tansig Tangent Sigmoid Function
ZCR Zero Crossing Rate
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1 Brief description on the state of the art of
the research topic

Speech is most natural way of communication between the different people.
The researcher are working in this domain since a long time to make interac-
tion possible between human and machine.Despite of years of research still
speech recognition systems is challenging field because of the various factors
like, proper recording of the system, variations in the speaker, variations in
the way similar word pronounce in different part of the country i.e south
Indian speaking hello and the Gujarati person speaking hello.

The design of speech recognition system, therefore, depends on the follow-
ing issues: Definition of various types of speech classes, speech representation,
feature extraction techniques, speech classifiers, database, language models
and performance evaluation[21]. The accuracy of a speech recognition system
is affected by a number of factors. The error associated with discriminating
words increases as the vocabulary size grows. Even a small vocabulary can
be difficult to recognize if it contains confusable words. Also, speaker inde-
pendence is difficult to achieve because system’s parameters become tuned
to the speaker(s) that it was trained on, and these parameters tend to be
highly speaker-specific [22]. Three widely used methods of speech recogni-
tion are: Dynamic Time Warping (DWT), Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
and Artificial Neural Network (ANN)[25].

DTW is used to recognize an isolated word sample by comparing it with a
number of stored word templates to determine the one that best matches with
it. The main problem in this approach is different samples of a given word will
have somewhat different duration. If we increase numbers of templates then
it requires high computation rate and large memory requirements. HMM cre-
ates stochastic models from known utterances and compares the probability
that the unknown utterance was generated by each model.[26] For speech
recognition, the use of HMM is subject to the following constraint: (1) must
be based on a first order Markov chain; (2) must have stationary states
transitions; (3) observations independence and (4) probability constraints.
Because speech recognition is basically a pattern recognition problem, neu-
ral networks, which are good at pattern recognition, can be used for speech
recognition. Different configuration of the input and output layer with combi-
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nation of the hidden layers is able to recognize the word with higher accuracy.

According to Census 2011, India has 122 major languages and 2371 di-
alects. Linguistic diversity is rich in India, Out of 122 languages 22 are
constitutionally recognized languages[21]. In Indian languages some of them
having many scripts and other may have only one script. More interestingly,
accent is not uniform within the same language speaking society. This is a
major hurdle to develop the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system
for Indian Languages. Annotated Speech Corpora of approximately 50 hours
were developed for Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi, Bengali, Assamese, Manipuri,
Tamil, Malayalam, Telugu and Kannada. However, the corpora are not pro-
vided to public for research activities and commercial purpose. As per the
survey of the work done in the Indian languages, its found out that Himanshu
N. Patel [23] had worked in the field of Gujarati speech system. In his work
”Automatic text conversion of continuous speech for Indian languages”,the
training data for the Gujarati language is aligned using an existing speech
recognition engine for English language. This aligned data is used to obtain
the initial acoustic models for the phones of the Gujarati language. So it’s
not for keyword spotting algorithm but it’s mainly related in direction of
text to speech conversion.

2 Definition of Problem
Form the literature survey it’s found out that, there is a scope of work in
speech recognition system specially for the low resource language like Gu-
jarati.

3 Objective and Scope of Work
1. Gujarati speech database is prepared with peoples of different age, gen-

der and region.

2. In-ear microphone concept is used to minimize the effect of surrounding
noise in outdoor recording.

3. Different end point detection methods are tested to separate the spoken
words from the silence part.
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4. Real cepstral (RC) and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
are used for the feature extraction methods.

5. Different combination of two layer and three layer neural networks are
configured and tested.

4 Original Contribution by the thesis
Very less work has been done for local Indian languages, specifically Gujarati
language compare to other languages. So, speech database generation for
Gujarati language is important and that’s why keyword spotting system using
different algorithm has been implemented and tested in this thesis.

Back bone of this research is the papers submitted in journals and con-
ference.

1. Word Boundary Detection for Gujarati Speech Recognition using In-ear
Microphone, India International Conference on Information Processing
(IICIP-2016). Its under correspondence and if paper will be selected it
will be published at IEEE Xplore Digital Library.

2. Neural network based Gujarati Speech Recognition for dataset collected
by in-ear microphone, ICACC 2016, 6th International Conference on
Advances in Computing & Communications 2016. ICACC 2016 Pro-
ceedings will be published by Elsevier Procedia Computer Science and
the publication will be made available on sciencedirect.com

5 Methodology of Research
Most of the speech recognition system collects speech data by placing micro-
phone outside the mouth. In many real time application speech data required
to collect in the noisy environment such as agricultural, industrial, office en-
vironments, in traffic area. In such conditions, if speech data collected by
keeping mic outside the mouth, then it may pick-up surrounding noises. In
this kind of scenarios practically its proved that speech collected from ear can
give better quality speech [2-6]. From spectrogram, shown in figure 1 and 2,
We can observed that, speech data collected using in-ear microphone, con-
centrated upto 2.3 khz only, while it will go up to 4khz for speech collected
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Figure 1: Waveform and spectrogram for word ”upper” By keeping micro-
phone inside ear

outside mouth. Muscles and tissues provide attenuation effect to higher fre-
quencies so it behaves like low pass filter [2]. From figure 3 and 4, we can
observe that typical noise hum will go below -90db at around 200 hz for in-
ear microphone data, which will be continue till 1.25 khz for speech recorded
by keeping mic outside mouth. So, we can say that speech is less affected by
noise in case of in-ear microphone. For the testing speakers of different ages
and different genders are selected. For analysis ten different words with rich
phonetic meanings are used, as shown in Table 2.

In real life situations speech detection remains a challenging problem.
Many times weak fricatives fall under the energy level of the background
noise or silence. So, its difficult to consider them as speech signal. In other
cases, sensitive microphone easily picked up speaker generated artifacts such
as heavy breath release, coughing, some clicks, and surrounding low fre-
quencies noises and end point detection system may identify them as speech
signal. Figure 3 and 4 shows these kind of cases. The scheme applied here
is, a two-step search algorithm. First, the short-time average magnitude
quantity is applied for a coarse segmentation task. Second, the zero-crossing
measure refines the coarse boundaries by considering the signal behaviour
around the initial endpoint estimates[27]. The short term energy approach
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Figure 2: Waveform and spectrogram for word ”upper” By keeping micro-
phone outside mouth

Figure 3: Typical silence waveform for word ”upper” By keeping microphone
inside ear
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Table 1: WORD LIST USED AND ITS PHONEME DISTRIBUTION.

Word apabet Phoneme class Manner of articulation Example word

ડાબી

ડ da ə Consonants stop Down
આ aa ā or ̈ vowels mid After
બ ba bə Consonants stop Bus
ઈ i ī Vowels front In

જમણી

જ ja də Consonants affricates Judge
મ mas mə Consonants nasals Mug
ણ nba ə Consonants nasals Number
ઈ i ī Vowels front In

ઉપર

ઉ u uw Vowels back Use
પ pa pə or ̈ Consonants stop Pub
ર r r semivowels glides Run

નીચે

ન na nə Consonants nasals Ninja
ઈ i ī Vowels front In
ચ cha tə Consonants affricates Chair
એ e e, Vowels front Egg

આગળ

આ aa ā or ̈ vowels mid After
ગ ga ə Consonants stop Gum
ડ da ə Consonants stop Done

પાછળ

પ pa pə Consonants stop Park
છ chha tə Consonants affricates
ડ da ə Consonants stop Done

આ�ુ�

આ aa ā or ̈ vowels mid After
જ ja də Consonants affricates Judge
ઉ u uw Vowels back use

બા�ુ�

બ ba bə Consonants stop Basket
આ aa ā or ̈ vowels mid After
જ ja də Consonants affricates Judge
ઉ u uw Vowels back Use

આમ
આ aa ā or ̈ vowels mid After
મ mas mə Consonants nasals Must

તેમ

ત ta tə Consonants stop
એ e e, Vowels front Egg
મ mas mə Consonants nasals Must
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Figure 4: Typical silence waveform for word ”upper” By keeping microphone
outside mouth

may misses low magnitude fricatives (such as /f/, /th/, /h/), plosive bursts
(such as /p/, /t/, /k/) or final nasals (such as /m/, /n/, /ng/) which have
been further dampened within the ear canal [3,5]. Zero crossing measure
is able to detect it. Short Term Energy measure (STE) is computationally
simple and easy to implement for both software and hardware. Its main use
is to separate speech from the silence. It is also used to separate out voice
and un-voice portion of the speech signal. STE can be represented in dif-
ferent ways like, log energy, Root Mean Square (RMS) energy and absolute
magnitude energy. Logarithmic energy revels week portion of the speech due
to non-linear compression. Square root function de-emphasis higher energy
and emphasis lower energy function so week fricatives can easily detected as
shown in figure 5. In the first stage of the detection process, silence period
energy Esilence is calculated. Two threshold level, ITU (Upper Threshold
Level) and ITL (Lower Threshold Level) is advantageous over single thresh-
old. ITU speed-up the algorithm as its value is quite higher then maximum
energy of the much artifacts generated by users. So, algorithm do not spend
much of the time in noisy section of speech signal. Lower threshold (ITL) is
used to refine the end points found by ITU. Values of the ITU and ITL is
found by multiplying Esilence by scaler value 4.5 and 0.5 respectively.

Figure 7(a) shows word boundary detection using Short Term Energy
(STE) plot and Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR). Initial word boundary is decided
by ZCR and then its fine tuned by STE, as shown in figure 7(b). But in week
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Figure 5: Waveform for mechanical noise

Figure 6: Waveform for noises generated by user articats and clicks
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(a) Absolute magniture energy and
square energy (b) RMS energy and log energy.

Figure 7: Word boundary detection approaches

SNR case this combination may fails. So suggested algorithm uses energy
entropy feature with the IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) filter. Entropy is
measure of uncertainty or amount of unexpected information contained in
the signal, and used extensively in field of information theory and coding.
Entropy is useful in the case of low SNR with noises like, shot noise, pink
noise. Its unable to identify the long period noises, like continues background
noise, multi talker babbler noise. Short term energy performs well in the
continuous noise condition because of its adaptive property. It works on the
principal that energy of noise + energy of signal will always be greater than
energy of noise. So in the present work combinations of these two methods
are used and called as Energy Entropy Feature (EEF). We can observe in
figure 8 that Low energy consonant /t/ following diphthong /ay/ is not able
to identify in the pure energy plot but it’s emphasized in EEF curve.

For the feature extraction Real Cepstral coeeficients (RC) and Mel Fre-
quency Cepstral Coeffiecients (MFCC) are used. In MFCC 12 coefficients
are extracted, along with it 0th cepstral coefficient, log energy and delta and
delta-delta coefficients are computed. So total 15th coefficients are gener-
ated.

For the classification two and three layer neural networks algorithm are
configured with the different combinations. In both types of network, the
output layer has ten neurons, each of which corresponds to particular word
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(a) ZCR with STE is to find final word
boundary.

Figure 8: Two level threshold and EEF word boundary results

Figure 9: Absolute energy and energy entropy curve.
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Figure 10: (150-10) configuration implemented using 14 MFCC coefficient,
for 10 Gujarati words with 150 and 10 hidden layers in two stages.

Figure 11: (60-40-10) configuration implemented using 14 MFCC coefficient,
for 10 Gujarati words with 60, 40 and 10 hidden layers in three stages.
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in the vocabulary. For the classification purpose, each word correspond to a
class, and it is labelled with an integer number from one to ten. Two types
of activation functions are used. The hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function
(tansig) was selected for the hidden neurons, because of its non-linear dis-
tribution characteristics. The log sigmoid function (logsig) was used for the
output neurons, in order to restrict the network outputs to the interval [0,
1]. Figure 9 and figure 10 shows two layers and three layers architectures of
neural network respectively.
The conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm is selected as the main back prop-
agation learning function instead of the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algo-
rithm.CG approach is computationally much faster and led to better classifi-
cation results with minimum memory requirement. One multi-layer network
configurations, namely the [40-20-10] network, is tested with the both LM
and CG scheme to compare the results. The classification algorithm will
produce output high at any one output out of ten. Each words are associ-
ated with their corresponding class. All network configurations considered
in the study were applied to 80 experiments (i.e., iterations) to obtain sta-
tistically meaningful results. The training phase uses a randomly selected
fixed percentage of the data, while the rest was used for the testing phase.
The maximum number of epochs for network training is set to 1,000 after
observing that convergence reaches within that range. One of the problems
associated with the neural network training is called over fitting, where the
error on the training set approaches to zero, but the error becomes very large
on the testing set as the network memorizes patterns shown in the training
set but is unable to generalize to slightly different patterns contained in the
testing set and to classify new samples in the testing set. Two commonly used
methods to improve generalization are regularization and early stopping. In
this study, we selected the regularization technique to prevent over fitting.
Regularization improves generalization by modifying the performance func-
tion (i.e., the Mean Square Error (MSE)) and adding an additional term that
contains the mean of the sums of the network parameters.

6 Results and conclusion
Results are shown in table 3. It show that overall average classification rates
increase for two-layer and three-layer network configurations as the number
of neurons in the hidden layers increases. Results also show that MFCCs
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lead to better recognition rates than RCs do. There is about an 8% differ-
ence between the average classification rates obtained with the best network
structures, i.e., the (150-10) and (60-40-10) networks, using the MFCCs and
RCs as features. The performance difference between the networks trained
using the CG or the LM scheme is also important point to note. The network
trained using the CG algorithm yields around a 3.5 percent higher recogni-
tion result than that obtained with the LM algorithm on the same network
configuration. Results also show that the 95% Confidence Interval (CI) for
the LM scheme is the largest of all CIs obtained with MFCCs as input fea-
tures in this study, which makes the network configuration obtained with
the LM scheme much less desirable. LM algorithm with the choice of the
(40-20-10) network is selected to solve the issue of large memory requirement
for LM algorithm. And we observed that with the core i5 processor with
2gb of RAM, it is able to run 80 iteration without early termination due to
out of memory problem. Its also observed that the CG algorithm applied
to the (40-20-10) network, converged with about 1000 epochs in about 12
minutes, while the LM algorithm took on average 18 minutes to compute
20-30 epochs. Therefore, the time required for a multilayer network with
LM algorithm to complete an implementation with multiple iterations was
not very practical as the network complexity increased. So, CG is preferable
over LM. Table 4 shows the results obtained by taking data outside mouth
and finding its accuracy. It is important to note that, for the words collected
using outside microphone, they are not used during training phase of the
system. It’s clearly observe that results are very poor for the word recorded
by conventional outside mic system.

7 Achievements with respect to objectives
Form the results obtained we can say that, it able to identify the spoken words
accurately. Word error rate is within accepted range. Two level threshold
mechanism of end-point detection algorithm able to separate silence from
the word and able to find word boundary. The in-ear microphone shows
improvement in the overall accuracy of the system. Different configuration
of neural network gives desired word detection.
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Table 2: Average Recognition results obtained for the different neural net-
work configuration

Network
configu-
ration

Activa-
tion
func-
tion

Train-
ing

func-
tion

Fea-
tures

Avg.
classification

rate for training
set

average
classification

rate for testing
set

50-10
Tansig-
logsig CG

MFCC 92.427 89.531
100-10 MFCC 97.521 94.328
150-10 MFCC 98.161 93.731
150-10 RC 94.341 85.452

30-20-10
Tansig-
Tansig-
logsig

CG

MFCC 96.408 91.307
40-20-10 MFCC 97.447 92.221
50-30-10 MFCC 98.642 93.241
60-40-10 MFCC 97.425 93.421
40-20-10 LM MFCC 96.012 88.412

Table 3: Average Recognition results obtained for word recorded outside
mouth for 50-7 neural network

Data belong to:
Aagad out Pacchad out

Data treated as

Aaju in 12.59 3.80
Baju in 12.51 24.86
Dabi in 9.22 2.84

Pachhad in 12.99 53.73
Agad in 52.84 2.33
Jamni in 7.57 12.41
Niche in 22.26 1.28
Upper in 7.24 5.24
Aam in 24.44 2.33
Tem in 10.25 3.25
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